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DISCOVER CRYPTOCURRENCY IN FLASH
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 INTRODUCTION
The Introduction of Technological system call
Blockchain has provides a way for various parties and
individual to come to agreement on the state of a
database, without the involvement of a third party,
participant which is simply known as the middleman.
The provision of a decentralized ledger, with the idea
of being self-administer has Further elevate the
technology, into more Acceptance. Block chain
provide strict and specific services — ranging from
the financial Sector, Tourism, payments, or
securitization. This is done using the BlockChain
Technological system without the involvement of
any third party.

The Blockchain has also made it with its traceability
system, which allows the use of inbuilt tools called
the “smart contracts” which could potentially
automate manual processes, from compliance and
claims processing, to distributing the contents of a
will.
The
CryptoCurrency
market
is
growing
exponentially, with thousands of currencies already
being presented and available in the current markets
which has been launched for several years. Yet
they've not be able to fulfill their true potential and
Worth. This is where FlashX came into existence, as
it has provide and establish himself as the best
solution provider to all.

After various switch, repositioning and being the
superior coin of the market, The FlashX Project
further its wings with the Launch of its second dapp.
Dapps which is defined as being essential on a
decentralized application program, with complete
open source which runs on a traditional app on a
single network of computer. Operating on a peer-topeer network, with no single entity having a
complete control. FlashX Project launches its second
dapp, which has already attained a far greater
success, higher than millions of projects out there.
FlashX Ultra is the second dapp and governance
token of FlashX Coin Project. With a total supply of
200M tokens along a massive 2% burning
mechanized on every transaction carried out on the
based of the native currency. The Deflationary Token
AI have its operation on the Binance Smart Chain,
With the Symbol set on $FSXU, Acting as Bep20
token.

 WHAT IS FLASHX ULTRA
FlashX ULTRA is a new generation of Crypto currency,
Which belongs to the family of utility token, used and
implemented in our platform, The Token is
Developed and maintained for various purposes of
various industrialization which includes the Uses of
the Token, For staking, gaming, and fees for delivery
of goods and services. FlashX aim to enlighten the
public and its usage towards massive adoption.
FlashX is committed in allowing all consumers to
conduct, a global consumption security, privacy,
freedom, and business convenience using the FlashX.
Which is currently tips to be a major force to be
reckon on soon. The FSXA TOKEN will facilitate
various transactions on the FlashX Advance platform
utility tokens will serve as payment solution on our
platform. As well for community rewards and
Development, and other various services on our
platform.

FlashX is a BlockChain-based project, designed to
asattained, As well as to encourage the digitalization
of the various industries. With high hopes saturating
and focus towards achievement of plans and target.
Thereby enabling various gamers to purchase the
ERC-20 Ethereum-based token. With numerous
advantages on ground, with high hope for the
project, it holds numerous advantages for its users,
Ranging from esport market, Gaming industry and
various others covering and leveraging the
BlockChain technology completely.
Investors, Partners and asset holders will have a
unique opportunity to keep or Store their
asset/Token in their various desire wallet. As the
failing economics of the globe has showed, POS gives
different benefit and divided to every individual.

The FlashX Ultra will enable the deployment of
FlashX Ultra v2, which enables a user’s to perform
task such as running a Master Node, Adding Apps,
Transforming to deflationary token with a service
enabled network.
FlashX Ultra will initiate an integration on E sport
website to make the main coin for betting on a live
gaming sessions, this is also a huge step towards the
Competitive FlashX Video game.
Due to the Corona Virus pandemic, online marketing
is now recommended. FlashX Ultra will help to speed
up the deliveries of product in all merchant partners.
Aside from that, all holders will have a privilege to
avail up to 50% discount on fees and delivery
charges. FlashX Ultra is committed in establishing a
global, decentralized, transparent, fair, and dynamic
business platform. FlashX Ultra research,
development and maintenance focus on commercial
scenarios and future related to goods and services.

 FlashX Ultra As DeFi
The decentralized application dapp is known as a
computer application that runs and enabled on a
distributed computing system. With the industrial
growth and enlightenment of the DApps. DApps has
become popularized by distributed ledger
technologies (DLT) such as the Ethereum Blockchain
System, DeFi which is popularly known as
Decentralized finance, with the enablement of
financial smart contacts and protocols. Has further
assist and power the system to runs superbly.
With the uniqueness of DApp and its simpler terms,
it operates a financial software built on the
BlockChain that can be pieced together like money
Legos. With DeFi gradually changing our relationship
with money, investing, credit and debt. This has
present the future to be an ever brighter one.

On this note FlashX Ultra is a DeFi based project,
which enables and encompass its dapp. With first
staking dapp with burning mechanism, which is set
to be the new wave in the DeFi based crypto
industry.

 THE FLASHX ULTRA ECOSYSTEM
The FlashX Ultra ecosystem is a diversified one,
Ranging from Gamer developer and players
community driven by Staking, Betting and rewards,
for the purpose of Generating profit for both gaming
companies and the player’s community. Not only
limited to the above mentioned, As FlashX Ultra is on
the spreading, there will be expansion to its
ecosystem.

 DEVELOPERS AND LISTING:
The FlashX will not restrict himself from Developers,
as various developers will be present with a unique
opportunity of presenting and listing their various
game materials on our platform, with the
implementation of FXSU the sole payment solution,
this will further build on the Enthusiasm of the
Developer and the player community, in the
direction of amassing wealth.

 PLAYERS AND COMMUNITY
The Community is diversify, But most focus will be on
the Staking and betting industry, implementing the
FSXU as the Sole payment solution. The player
community is also one of its kind, as different players
will be present.

 FEATURES
• Market Rank: The Market ranking Present and
shows the unique archivers list that indicate market
Capitalization, Market price and the volume of the
currency. The percentage of the floatation (Raise &
Low). Along with the information of FlashX Ultra
• NewsFeed: Most recent of update, Are always
being displayed here. Which makes it even more
unique for all, who hold interesting in the project.
• Adding Apps: With the project being on Mainnet,
FlashX wallet will be created to store your holdings
and increase it through staking. As well as gaming
app for smart entertainment of the digital world

• Proof of Stake (POS): With your Asset and holdings
be stored up in your FlashX wallet, this will be made
possible to increase your asset or holding, According
your the Percentage holding on your FlashX wallet
• Deflationary Token (Upgraded): Every single
transaction made. There will be burning down 5% of
your purchase, Or Transfer from Wallet to wallet.
Which might be peer to peer, or wallet to exchange
or vice Versa
• E sport integration: The emergence of E-sports that
has then hit to the Mainstream, And even to the
competitive sporting word, Now FlashX Ultra is
making it possible to Connect with the eSporting
activities in Crypto

• Food and Delivery service: The rental food delivery
is a courier services in a restaurant, Stores, or
independent food Delivery Company. The delivery of
food to customer will be primarily the responsibility
of the affiliate company, in which every processes
will be monitor by the FlashX Advance Team.
Company will provide customers with a unique
Opportunity to pay 50% of their delivery order with
FSXU Token , and also in any other currencies of their
choice, as approved by Company, customers can also
pay in full using the FSXU Provide its convince for
both parties
• Affiliate Network: The affiliate network of
companies associate with the FlashX Ultra will mainly
be require to operate using the FlashX Ultra token
while on the FlashX Ultra platform.

FlashX Ultra is open to any company or persons who
wish to have his product registered on our platform,
For the purpose of affiliate network and operate with
the FlashX Ultra
• FlashX Ultra is open for collaboration, with all kinds
of businesses across the globe. FlashX Ultra will
enable all service providers to build FlashX Ultra
ecosystem and its network of affiliates in a unique
place, and access all global markets possibilities, with
this plan put in place, it will further enable FlashX
Ultra to grow fast and Profitable. With this scalability
in place, FlashX Ultra is sure to be unlimited. This set
the project on a new dimension, and further
elaborate on its importance, which is different from
every ecosystem

• FlashX Ultra crypto currency with its sticker (FSXU)
is promoted and highly presented and aimed
towards becoming a currency in the ecosystem of
the FlashX Ultra Platform. Just like every other multicurrency ecosystem supported. The project attract
people to use increasingly FSXU by offering various
benefits such as percentage bonuses, various special
discounts for all services provided by the FlashX Ultra
Ecosystem platform.
• WALLET - The FlashX wallet is a cold storage wallet
system, which feature the unique FSXU token and
allows user to hold other crypto currencies, the
digital wallet which will be made available for both
iOS and android will be integrated into the FlashX
Ultra Ecosystem platform

• INCOME: Incomes involves various methods,
Periodic dividends on holding your assets, this give
you almost 10% of your initial investment, which is
pre-defined and presented with trustless smart
contracts. All revenue and profit distribution is
monitored and audited, with various evaluations and
auditors, ensuring that token holders get the best
returns on their investments.

 Investment Opportunity
The unique Ecosystem Platform of FlashX Ultra
operation is a broad Industry with Multiple Purposes
and choices, this technically needs financial support
and Empowerment, to enable multi resources to be
completely developed. Hence in the period of
development, Investment opportunity will be open
up, various investors Scheme will be introduce and
made available to participate in sales and financing.
Along with the project development. Investors will
be integrated into the reward sharing community.
This will enabled us to list in an Exchange as well as
liquidity support.

 USAGE OF FSXU TOKEN
The FSXU Token has a multipurpose usage, which
includes the followings.
PAYMENTS:
Communities,
Partners
and
Contributors can use unique FSXU token to purchase
physical or virtual goods from all business Outlet
who are in Support and network of FlashX Ultra
Ecosystem.
BENEFITS: Service Providers, with different benefits
are provided to Partners, contributors and
community of FSXU Holder in accordance with the
FlashX Ultra Community related and relevant policy.
In the vast Major industries, The FSXU TOKEN can be
used in for each of the following services provided.
Either by a cooperate bodies or an individual of a
category.

COMMERCE: Payment for products/services, with a
unique discount benefits, and Cash back in the
payback system of FlashX Ultra.
EXCHANGE: Payment of commissions, fee discounts,
and digital token trading, and everything within the
FlashX Ultra ecosystem.
SOCIAL: The In-app payment systems and wire
transfers between individuals is enable. With 5%
burned for every transaction
CONTENT: Payment for music and videos uploads. As
well as web toons.
GAMING: In-game trading and characters
improvements, as well as payment solution for
staking of Bets

 FlashX Working Product:
While still at the first Dapp of the System. The FlashX
project launch a unique gaming App where prayers
and community members were opportune to earn
some free and extra token. With such innovative
platform and fast development. The project hasn't
limit itself in anyway.
With a Massive step further, the project has also
developed another great platform. Which serves as
the second working product of the platform. With
various crypto enthusiastic estimate the FlashX
project as the project for future riches, we present to
you a unique platform for everyone. Fulfilling the
words dream. And taken Casino and betting industry
to the next level. Both Apps can be found in the
Google play store. With both names as:

• FLASHX GAMING WORLD

• CRYPTO FLASHER

 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT:
With the Periodicity of time and season, i.e. the
roadmap, as the system evolves, with the
improvement of digital infrastructure, which are
likely to be modified to keep pace with emergent
upgrades to the BlockChain protocol.

Gaming: Gaming has been our sole dreams and part
of our goals. We are currently running a test for all
our Gaming merchant. The opening of gaming
system which is multi user supported that will bring
in revenues to users. Earning of Token can be
exchanged for crypto’s.

 TOKEN INFORMATION:
Token name:

FlashX Ultra

Token symbol:

FSXU

Deflationary:

Yes

Blockchain:

Binance Smart Chain

Mint function:

No

Burning Rate:

2%

Smart Contract:
0xa94b7a842aadb617a0b08fa744e033c6de2f7595
BSC Explorer:
https://bscscan.com/token/0xa94b7a842aadb617a
0b08fa744e033c6de2f7595

 Token Allocations
Token Allocation
10%
25%
10%

5%

13%

Pre-Sale
25%
12%

Swapping
PancakeSwap
Betting/Staking
Team Token
Developments
Airdrop

Total supply:

200,000,000

Presale:

50,000,000

Swapping:

50,000,000

Pancakewap:

25,000,000

Betting/Staking:

25,000,000

Team token:

10,000,000

Developments:

20,000,000

Airdrop:

20,000,000

 Evolution

FlashX Coin

FlashX Advance

FlashX Max

FlashX Ultra

ROADMAP

2019

Formation
Epidemic started. Traders, developer,
programmers and businessmen
formed a group to make a special
project to solve specific problems
especially in E-commerce.

2020

FSXC Launching
FlashX Coin launching and
implementation

Q2
2020

Going Public

Q3
2020

First Dapp Launching

Airdrop, selfdrop, public sale and
integration on decentralized
exchanges.

Launching of first Dapp (FlashX
Advance) and listing to exchangers.

Q4
2020

Partnership
Establishing partnership with Esports gaming community and
other communities

2021

Second Dapp Launching
Launching of second Dapp
(FlashX Ultra)

Q3
2021

Third Dapp Launching

2022

Future Developments

Launching of third Dapp (FlashX
Max).

 Stay Connected with us :
Telegram - @FlashXUltra
https://www.flashxcoinofficial.com/
https://twitter.com/CoinFlashx/

https://m.facebook.com/FlashX-Ultra104747758259698/

https://youtube.com/channel/UCKTntGguEUanQ
7SWMQJhYjA

https://medium.com/@flashxcoin

